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-- ------ ( le~{.. +o -Clo minutes ~~~he heart of Jerusalem ... 

Amid the historic hills of Judea where the patriachs, kings and prophets of the Bible 
strode, struggled and spoke their dreams, the Jerusalem Academy will rise ... a school 
destined to shape the future of the Jewish people and the State of Israel. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted young men and 
women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora, the school will gather, in stages, four 
hundred and eighty carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose them to brilliant and 
dedicated teachers, and develop in them a sense of responsibility for service and leadership. 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and the deep inner world of 
Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowledge, wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, 
values, social consciousness will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

To surcceed a vision must create enduring institutions. The Jerusalem Academy, 
planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will give forth its precious fruit to enrich 
humanity, the Jewish people, and the State of Israel. 



011 tftU Ing -· •ts• a 

4,000 years of 
tradition 

The enduring monuments of Jewish 
Tradition are not hewn in stone nor wrought 
in iron. They are cast in words, revealing 
timeless truths and universal ideals. These 
words must be discovered anew by each 
generation through creative education. 

5 --

To unravel the mystery of Jewish survival ....t!-
is to understand ou~tubborn J.nslstence on ~~ 
the value of education as tile secret ensuring 
our national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its 
moral quality. The physical strength 
manifested during the last two generations 
enabled us to build the State of Israel, without 
which we would have perished as a nation. 
But precisely as we glory in our 
new-found independence, so do we know 
that reliance cannot be on arms alone. 

Today young Jewish men and women in 
the Diaspora go forth into the world and 
absorb the knowledge of a hundred 
disciplines, save that of their own heritage. 
They are brilliant and creative in the worldly 
cultures, yet often ignorant of their own. 

The Jerusalem Academy wi ll attempt to 
blend general and Jewish knowledge, to 
produce a student whose Judaism and sense 
of national pride will be profound. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated. 
Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and 
history form a great sea which the most 
skeptical can navigate. Prayer and religion 
will be studied to restore their relevance for 
the post-Auschwitz world. 

Our students must also learn Chinese 
and Russian and rocket technology and 
computer science and the awesome new 
biology and solar energy. The list is endless. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that 
Israel's future must rest on the twin pillars of 
Bible and Science- the former expressing the 
sense of purposeful history, social justice and 
ethical imperative; the latter symbolizing the 
inquiring thrust of the creative mind seeking • 
new technological frontiers and discoveries. 
A blend of the spiritual and the physical is 
both inspirational and pragmatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem 
Academy- to preserve the traditions of the 
past, and probe the mysteries of the future. 



Excellence ... atthe gates of Jerusalem )· 
~------~~-----------

Warm and friendly I ivi ng 

Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging sixty students, and four faculty families. 
Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two bedrooms, lounge, full 

bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two Diaspora students will share th is suite, growing 
to understand each other's psychology and language, establic;hing life-long friendships. There 
may be Christians and Moslems among the student body. They will be made to feel at home. 

The commons rooms will be furnished with fireplace, television, games tables, reading 
nooks and music listening booths. The apartments for faculty families are situated between the 
t\vo wings of the House. The teacher's study is connected with the commons room, so that the 
teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, tutorial Help, even tea and sympathy. 

c. -, ~ -------:-"\ 
-----~--~~T-:----:-:~s::G 14..S I di(~ 

~-

Halls ... leading{to Great Universities 

Learning can be pleasure when methods and environment help to inspire the student. 
The eight classrooms in each Study Hall will be equipped with a variety of modern 

audio-visual equipment and special walls which serve as writing or projection surfaces 
from floor to ceiling. Study Halls will contain laboratories, lecture rooms, art studios, music 
rooms, teachers' lounges and amphigalleries for exhibitions and presentations. 

The language of instruction will be Hebrew.Tutorial help will be available to students 
from abroad whose Hebrew is initially weak. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both 
Hebrew and English. Scholarships will be available for all qualified students who may be 
unable to pay tuition, in whole or in part. 

The level of competence of the students and the high level of teaching wil I ensu1re the 
likely acceptance of Academy graduates by the great universities like Yale and Harvard, 
Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, the Sorbonne, and others. 



P·re"pari ng_. · 
for future·. 
leadership 

·The Qasic teaching tool of the Jerusalem 
.. · Academy will_ be ari oval table, k~own as th~ 

· Harkness Table; around which a small group 
of students will'sit together with ~he instructor 
in ·seminar-sty I~: The cir~le _is a form tha~ 

· en¢ourages the· participation of all. .The · 
teacher~student ratio will be 1 : 8 making for. 

" small dasses.and a high level of individual . 
· att~ntion. · 
. · The Jerusalem Academy will deal with _ 
the developme!1t in the student of a ·value ' 
s·ystem, an ethical code, a sense of dviliz~.., 
tion, a_ set of judgments _to distinguish right 
from wrong~ Such a goal cannot be achieved · 
through dictation, but _rather by intensive · 
discussion and analysis of practical problems 
in law, politics, governni'ent, administratio~, 
and'daily life. The conflict between the jdeal 
and thepos~ibl_e,.which has occupied _hu_man 

. thought since the Prophets and Plato, wlllbe 
a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in the wor.ld 
the_ gifted adolescent is, ironically, a dep_rive? 
person. Public educational systems are " 
attuned to the average student~ at·best, and. 
they often must make such allowances for the 
loweHhan-·average as to suffer an inevitable 
decline in standards. Failure to develop the 
potential of high achievers is a loss to the 

. individual and tq society. Israel and Judaism 
can ill-afford to lose any human talent. 

We wish to produce graduates aware·of 
. their responsi_bility to fellow man, to 

community, to· nation and.state. The true 
leader is a servant. In the cynkal world of 
today, it is fashionabte to scorn the virtues.of . 
hor)esty, ·good manners, courtesy, 

· ·.consideration and kindness: We sha_ll 
. emph~sizethese characteristics and_ restore 
them to positions of honor and resped. 

The great English eciucator Thc:>mas 
· Arr"iol~, outlined his objectives: "What. we 
must look for_ is, first, religious and moral · 

. principles~ _second, gentlemanly conduct; 
third, intellectual ability." The Rabbis of · 
Pfrke Avot would have agreed readily with 

· this judgment. 
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( fiub of the camPUs ... . 
the Dining Q__ 

1
\ and Social Hall 1/-e_ 

The great building, whose gracious 
lobby will serve as reception space for major 
events, is the heart of the campus. The large 
dining hall will be separated into eight 
sections,each to accommodate one House of 
students and masters. Since there will be only 
two Houses in the first stage, the extra space 
temporarily available will serve the many 
other needs-synagogue, library, auditorium, 
music rooms and administrative offices. 
Gradually these functions will be moved to 
the main building built in a later stage. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to 
the sky, is an integral part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top 
floor, containing ten beds, doctor's office, 
nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is 
on the ground floor, as is the kitchen. These 
areas are separated by a wide corridor. 

Athletics 

In 19th century England the idea was 
born that athletics were important not only 
for developing a healthy body, but for their 
influence in creating other values; teamwork, 
moral character, fellowship, sacrifice, 
struggle. Playing fields became institutions 
for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair 
play, team spirit and leadership. Organized 
athletics, therefore, do have a place in an 
educationa I institution, as the President of 
Yale said, "They teach lessons valuable to the 
individual by stretching the human spirit in 
ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense 
of proportion must prevail. There must be 
more time and effort poured into studies than 
into sports. 

Every facility will be availabJe. Faculty 
coaches will be assigned. Schedules will be 
arranged so that every student engages every 
school day in some form of team and 
individual sport suitable to his desires and 
abilities. He will be encouraged to develop 
skills and habits to last a lifetime. 
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• COPY I Jerusalem Academy Brochure #2 - Draft #2 : (revised 6/ 23/ 80) 

(1) 

A VISION IS BORN --
Amid the historic hills of Judea where lthe patriarchs, kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke their dreams, the 
•••• ct._ 

Jerusalem Academy will rise,_ +.Ai5 school *9- destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of Israel _. as ot.Rer great academies· 

of. learning ha•,e eane in the pa5t. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora,, the 
·"'-i'' ......... 1-.-. -~. -· •••. 1. 

school will gathei;Acarefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 

a sense of responsibility for service and leadership. 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl-

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values, social consciousness 

will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge . 

.Vii;jons are bold, innovati¥&,~ eare-to-chattenge; 

c~formit:y and timidity, make assertions, aim high# promise-new 

~· - 1., 
~ lJi&ions wffiGh~ succ~d create enduring institutions. The Jer-

~ 

usalem Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 

give forth its precious fruit .for ceAt-uf'ies-te-ceme, enrichiAS humanity, 

the Jewish people, and the State of Israel. 

1 



(6/23/ UO revised pac, 
I 

(2) 

~NTINUI NG 4, 000 YEARS OF TRADITION ) ,v.)..e. 

The enduring monuments of Jewish Tradition are not hewn in stone 

nor wrought in iron. They are cast in words, revealing timeless truths 

and universal ideals. These words must be discovered anew by each 

generation through creative education. 

I l 
To unravel the mystery of Jewish survival .mean5- to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The · 

physical strength manifested during the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new-found 
ca. .... ,., ;'-

independence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone will nGt 
I\ -

·-
.ward a just snciety based upot+-t.he-di.gni.ty-e-f-man- To fulfill our 

destiny demands the pursuit of knowledge and the tempering of 

character in a mold of moral imperative. We have always achieved 

this through the schools we built. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and absorb the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

save that of their own heritage. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued) 
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(revised - 6/23/60} 
(2} (continued) 

cfk"' 
in the worldly cultures, yet,.ignorant of their own . They drift toward 

indifference, loss of identity and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring . .+his tra·gf.e.-t:H"eees·s- gaH=teFs- momer=it-\MTI, 

...and its effeGt:G in a few s-hoFt ~tens-eorufd\mdo tlie s-tf'tiggf.e-Of 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to Greate a blend -&f general 

and Jewish knowledge, to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound , yet who will not be ghettoized . 

...Contrary to the 19th eentu1•7 injan~Uon that 011e should be a man Oft t.Re 

..s_treet and a Jew only inside the p_r_ivacy of tx>mer we wiU-tecK:h our stud-

~n. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great sea 

which the most skeptical can -be tempted=te- navigate. Prayer and 

religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their relevance for 

the post-Auschwitz world. Unifying l inks~ be fashioned be-

tween Jews of the Diaspora and of Israel. We are- afle1 a.U... one 

people, one culture . 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and rocket 

technology and computer science and the awesome new biology and 

(continued) 
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(revised 6/23/80) 

(2) (continued) 

solar energy. The list is endless .. for tbe4fix>Atier.s-of- kflow-ledge...aa:e 

expandin~ mor•rapidly then anyone ceaJUes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future must 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history 1 social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek-

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-
• .. t • 1t j/'th.:, 

ual and the physical ueireQ te t:iilA &e ee heth"inspirational and pragnatic. 

--ft> 
This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy ~hieh sf'\aU 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the :nysteries of the 

future. 

4 



( 4) 

J 
AN=ACAli>EM'f OF EXCELL~ 

~AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 

5 



( 6) 

'-"'ff~ A.~ / f9> 1CND1..y l- l/tNC-

5; 110ME AWAY FROM H0ME 

Each dormitory will be called a House , lodging sixty students, 

four faculty families, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora students will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships. 

C ~ncept of one united Jewish people will become . rea_JJ. There ...____ ~ 

may be Christians and Moslems among the student body. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a commons 

room...- Th•s social and recre~al-ar-ee wtt+-be tastefully furnished 

witih fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 

The apartments for faculty families are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher's study is connected with the commons room, so 

that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, tutor-

ial help, even tea and sympathy. 

(continued) 
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(1t1vltiml li / 23 / 110) 

(7) 

' ... )--/;.fT µ 
stlfp'y)i~- J2'eading to Great Universities. ( I ) 

~ 
(UJ-~ ',} 

- ~ '7 
J 

The art of teaching -involves tt:1e opening;;} horizons in the stud-
r 

" . > 
ent's mind and tt:te-c-re~ an eager motivation to think, argue, dis-

cuss. 
\...( 

arning can be sheer pleasure ~(the methods and .t.Ae environ-

-ing& must help lo inspire. I 
The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

1~ 
~~ 

1t 
'1 i. ~ 
~ ~ 

table (known as the Har~ss Table) around which a small group of stud- ~ i ~ 
ents will sit, together with ~instructor, in seminar style. The circle is ;..j _ ~ ~ 

a form which embraces all, enco'Urages the participation of all. 1 rather than 
/ ~ ~ )' 

-------~ ~ ~ separating iAdivtdttef.s i11 chail s a11d--r"OWS» 

The eight classrooms in each Study Hall will be -earpet~ 

FeEhtction, equipped with a variety of mode'rn audio- visual equipment, 

~losed-circuit TV monitorS},and special walls wtlich serve as writing or 

projection surfaces from floor to ceiling. 

J ~ ~ 
~ ~~ 

Study Halls will contain science and~anguage laboratories, I~-~~ 

ture rooms, art studios, music rooms, ~teacher's lounges~GR will r-41<-~ 
have an area set asiGe-fer-a--special;l·Ui:pose, such as, ~t-s-hoi:>, a- ei-d.. ~~ 
mffk.-.baf,--a--smaU-cinema,...a-.post . .oJf'-Ce, or some other function. \ach will 

/ The Study Hall will reflect an atmosphere filled with color, music, ~ 
conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. ______ __.,.,,, 

(continued) 
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(revised - 6/ 23 / 80) 

(7) (continued) 

} - ~he curri culc.sn will be ~ demanding, and the students will un

t dertake ~core of studies in the humanities and/~2.eence,to equip them for 

1 
~ __) 

the 21st century, as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders.),!he language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutorial 

' ' '1 help will be available to students from abroad wrose Hebrew i(weak .at. 

~A9· Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. 

-.tf~'Hc 
The level of competence of the students wh:> are selected fo.r~-

inis&io.n, and the level of teaching at fie academy will together ensure 

the. a'cceptance of graduates by the great universities of the world, 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

·rhe Sorbonne, and others. 

9 



( rovisod 6/23/ 80) 

(11) 

.!;.REPARINGpoR FUTURfEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code, a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgpnents by wbich to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law, politics, govern-

ment, administration, and daily life. The conflict between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied human thought since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in the world the gifted adolescent is, 

ironically, a depri,ved person. Public educational systems are by Reccesit-y 
c...-.k. ~~I< ... -..s1' 

attuned to the average student, at best, They eater to mediocrity aAG make 
' ~ l-o S • . t,,,,- "\ '1~ It<.~' 

allowances for the lower-than-average-Perhaps there is no altei:.native ,.. 

eut the inevitable-consequeilcefts-a decline in standards. Failure to dev

J 
elop the potential of high achievers results-i1'l~a loss,_OO;t-R to the individ-

"' !IA 
ual and to society. Israel .. can i II-afford to lose any human talent. 

We wish to produce graduates aware of their responsibility to fellow 

man, to community, to nation and state. The true leader is a servant. 

In the cynical world of today, it is fashionable to scorn the virtues of 

honesty, good manners, courtesy, consideration and kindness. We 

shall emphasize. these characteristics and restore them to positions 

of honor and respect. 

(oontinued) 
10 



(revised 6/23/80) 

(11) (continued) 

The great English ~ducator Thomas Arnold. outlined his objectives: 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual ability." The Rabbis of Pirke 

Avot would have agreed readily with this judg;ment. 

11 



(revised - 6/ 23/ 80) 

(1 3) 

This great building, whose gracious lobby will serve as t-Ae fH:lblk ~ 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The large 

dining hall will be separated into eight sections, each to accomodate one 

House of students and mas,ters. Since there will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extra space temporarily available will serve the many other 

needs - synagogue, library, auditorium, music rooms and administrative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building, -tG. 

-Be- built in a later stage. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

7~n -'t:e~s-will centain ~I aRd ping:-pong tables, elecU:c)Dic 

~ther g~. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor, containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor,. 

as is the kitchen. These twe mest impGr:tant servi'ce areas are sep-

arated by a wide corridor. 

12 



( 111} 

~~------- ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im-

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork, moral char-

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The 1 tJles ef Rugby football wer~ 

set In t 8il6 at the scho&I ear=ryiAg-tAat .name. Playing fields became insti-

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play ·aA<i team spi rit~"-

' ... 
,.keadership .. ~i were bon.@.d. Organized athletics, therefore, do, have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, -becattse 

"fhey teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the human spirit 

in ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 
~ri;.."' r 

There must be more time and efl'ergy poured into studies than into sports. 

~thleti'Cs 1s essential but not primar:.¥!! This is sound ad-Yiee. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on ,,~ areas - ~ports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other ~chools1 as well aS/mtramural 

games between the Houses; physical tralning under the tutelage of s~tled 
,/ 

instructors; and recreation, which is essentially incllvidual play among , / 

small groups of stu~nts. ~ / 

Every facility will be available. Faculty coaches will be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 
fl. 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime. 

T..he classte#~ - a healthy mind i11 a healthy body - -
~ ~ 

remains ~ciple-. 
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Study Ralls lending to greo.t universi'ties 
~ 

/<3 g ~ ~~e art of teoching expands horizons in t.he student'• mind 

-

&;Dd creates an .eager motiT!ltion to th~1 argue, diacuss. Learning 

can be sheer pleasure when methods and en'rironment help -to inspire• 

<ti. The b&aic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy wi 11 be an OT&l 

table, known as the Harkness Table, aroun4 which a. ma&ll group of 

student• will sit together with the instructor in seminar-style. 

The circle ia ·a form that encourage• the participation of all. 

The teacher-student ratio rill be 1 a 8 .aking for ama.11 cla.aaea 

and & ~igh leTel of indiridua.l attention. 

<ll The eight cla.aeroOllla in ea.ch Study Ball rill be equipped with 

a. variety of modern a.udio-viau&l equipment and special walls which 

eerve ae Yriting or projection aurf&ees from floor to ceiling.~ 

Gudy ' Bal ls Yill contain ~eoce and language labora.toriea, 

lecture rooms, art atUdioa, D.laic rooms, teacher•' lounges and 

ampbigalleries for exhibition• and preaentatioua. 

T tt r ' i :u r tf r l~ ••••• T tf r r ~rt if r 

41 The language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutorial help rill 

be &vaillt.ble t.o atudenta 'from abroad whose Hebrew ia initia.llj 

Teak. Ultimately all sttt•enta rill be fluent in both Hebrew and Engliah • .,.,: 

G cholarahipa rill be a.n.ih.ble for all qua.~fied student.a ;;;;;;-----J 
may be unable "to pay tuition, in whole or in part. 

CU.. The level of competence of the students who are admitted and 

the leTel of teaching at the Academy rill enaure the likely acceptance 

of gradu&tes by the great uniTersities of the TOrld like Yale and · 

Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, 'the Bebre..-Univeraity t.he Sorbonne,....._ 

~al. ifZ.vw • 



COPY I Jerusalem Academy Brochure it2 - Draft i 2: 

( 1) 

A VISION IS BORN 

t~·.J-,~~ 

Amid the.ct'lling hills of Judea where the p=atriarchs 1 kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode 1 struggled and spoke their dreams , the 

Jerusalem Academy will rise. This school is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of I srael 1 as other great academies 

have done in the past. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and througmut the Diaspora, the 

school wi II gather carefully selected student's, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 

a sense of responsibility for ~e-.wiAg and lexliAg a Ration. 
'~ "'\...... ,~ ~ ; -

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl-

'/ edge, wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values, social consciousness 

will slowly be formed . Leaders will emerge. 

Visions are bold , innovative, should dare to challenge/ to c as~ Sl. 

~ conformity and timidity, make assertions, aim high, promise new 

wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring institutions. The Jer-

usalem Academy , planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 

give forth its precious fruit for centuries to come 1 enriching humanity, 

the Jewish people , and the State of Israel. 
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(2) 

CONTINUING 4,000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

The enduring monuments of Jewish tradition were not hewn in 

stone nor wrought in iron. They were cast in words, revealing timeless 

truths and universal ideals. These words must be taught anew to each 

generation. 

To unravel the mystery of our survival means to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested d':Jring the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel , without whkh we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new-found 

independence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone will not 

lead us to success in our unique mission. 0 ur destiny has been to 

search for life and purpose and to transmit this value to mankind. 

The hallmark of our genius has always been to hold aloft the vision 

of progress toward an ideal society based upon the worthwhileness 

of man. This depended on expanding the knowledge and forming 

the character of our people in a moral framework. We achieved this 

through the schools we built. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and imbibe the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

yet lose the knowledge of their own. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued) 
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(2) (continued) 

in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

indifference, Joss of identity and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring. This tragic process gathers momentum, 

and its effects in a few short generations could undo the struggle of 

a millenia. 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to create a blend of general 

and Jewish knowledge to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound, yet who will not become ghettoized. 

Contrary to the 19th century injunction that one should be a man on the 

street and a Jew only inside the privacy of horr.e, we wi II teach our stud

ents to be both in both places. Our education will achieve a truly whole 

person. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great· sea which 

the most skeptical can be tempted to navigate. 

Prayer and religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their 

relevance for the post-Auschwitz world. 

Unifying links can be fashioned between Jews of the Diaspora 

and of Israel. We are, after alt one people, one culture. 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and Rocket 

technology and computer science and the awsome new biology and 

(continued) 3 



(2) (continued) 

solar energy . The list is endless, for the frontiers of knowledge are 

expanding more rapidly then anyone realizes . 
• 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future would 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history 1 social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek-

ing new technological frontiers and disex>veries. A blend of the spirit-

ual and the physical seemed to him to be both inspirational and pragnatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy,, which shall 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the mysteries of the 

future. 
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AN ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE -

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 
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( 6) 

A HOME AWAY FROM HOME 

Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging 60 students, 

4 faculty families, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora stUclents will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships. 

The ooncept of one united Jewish people will become very real. There 

may be Christians and Moslems among the student body. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a a:>mmons 

room. This social and recreational area will be tastefully furnished 

with fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 

The four faculty apartments are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher's study is a:>nnected with the a:>mmons room, 

so that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, 

tutorial help, tea and sympathy, without disturbing his family. 

(continued) 
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(6) (continued) 

Each House is a place for living in the fullest sense_, filled with 

art and music and comfort. Students and faculty live in close proximity. 

The House eats together in its own section of the Dining Hall, and forms 

teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields. The House is 

one family, experiencing growth , members helping each other, man

aging its affairs, seeking knowledge, enjoying recreation and itself. 

The House becomes a home. 
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STUDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universities. 

The art of teaching involves the opening of horizons in the 

student's mind and the creation of an eager motivation to think, argue, 

discuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure if the methods and the environ-

ment are favorable. School architecture, facilities and physical surround-

ings must help to inspire. 

The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table {known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of students 

wi II sit , together with the instructor, in seminar style. The circle is a fonn 

which embraces all, which encourages the participation of all 1 r ather than 

separating individuals in chairs and rows. The eight classrooms in each 

Study Hall will be carpeted, equipped with a variety of modern audio
closed-circuit TV monitors, 

visual equipment,/ and special walls which serve as writing or project-

ion surfaces from floor to ceiling. Study Halls will contain science and 

language laboratories1 lecture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and 

teachers' lounges. Each will have an area set aside for a special purpose, 

such as , a student shop, a milk bar, a small cinema, a post office, or 

some other function. Each will contain an amp hi gallery for art exhibitions , 

poetry readings, small dramatic presentations, or friendly socializing. 

The Study Hall will be richly endowed. with paintings., tapestries, 

vitrines of antiquities - a vibrant atmosphere filled with color 1 music, 

conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. 

(continued) 
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(7) (continued) 

The currucuh.sn will be very demanding,. and the students will 

master a core of studies in both humanities and science to equip them for 

the 21st century, as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders. The language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutoria.1 

help will be available to students from abroad whose Hebrew is weak at 

the beginning. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. 

The level of competence of ttie students who are selected for ad

mission, and the level of teaching at the academy will together ensure 

the acceptance of graduates into the great universities of the world, 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

The Sorbonne, and others. 
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code1 a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgements by which to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law 1 politics, govern

ment, administration, and daily life. The oonfHct between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied hunan thought since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central ooncern. 

In every educational system in the world the gift~ adolescent 

is, ironically, a deprived person. The system is attuned to the average, 

the mediocre. If at all, it is prepared to bend for the below average. As 

a result, standards tend to decline. This is a common phenomenon. 

Little attention is paid to the exceptional person. Failure to develop 

the potential of high achievers results in a loss, both to the individuals 

and to the society, which could benefit from such talent. Israel, partic

ularly, whose most significant raw material it its human resource, must 

seek to exploit every diamond which is often lost in the rough. 

We wish to produce people aware of their responsibility to fellow 

man, to community, to nation and state. A true leader is really a servant. 

We wish to ptoject an image of a type of person who will combine ethical 

values with oourtesy, consideration and academic excellence. In the 

somewhat cynical world of today, it Is fashionable to soorn the older 

(continued) 
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(tl) (continued) 

virtues of honesty, good manners and kindness. '!le shall emphasize 

these characteristics and restore them to positions of honor and respect. 

The great English educator Thomas Arnold, outlined his objectives: 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual ability." The Rabbis of Pirke Avot 

would easily have agreed with this judgement. 
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( 1 3) 

HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

This great building, whose gracious lobby will serve as the public 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The large 

d ining hall wi II be separated into eight sections, each to accomodate one 

House of students and masters. Since there will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extra space temporarily available will serve the many other 

needs - synagogue, library, auditori""', music rooms and administrative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building, to 

be built in a later stage. 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping-pong tables, electronic 

and other games. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky,, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor, containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor ,, 

as is the k itchen. These two most important service areas are sep

arated by a wide corridor. 

The shelter is in the basement below. 

12 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwor..k,, moral char

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields became insti

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play and team spirit. 

Leadership qualities were honed. Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"they teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the htnan spirit 

in ways that nothing else can. n And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 

There must be more time and energy poured into studies than into ·sports. 

"Athletics is essential but not primary". This is sound advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three areas - formal sports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other sch>ols, as well as intramural 

games between the Houses; physical training under the tutelage of skilled 

instructors; and recreation, which Is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every imaginable facility will be available. Faculty coaches wi II be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime. 

Mens sana in corpore sano - A healthy mind in a healthy body -

remains a valid principle. 
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COPY I Jerusalem Academy Brochure #2 - Draft #2: (revised 6/ 23/ 80) 

(1) 

A VISION IS BORN 

Amid the historic hi Us of Judea where the patriarchs, kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke their dreams, the 

Jer-usalem Academy will rise. This school is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of Israel, as other great academies 

of learning have done in the past. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora, the 

school will gather carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 

a sense of responsibility for service and leadership. 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl-

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values, social consciousness 

will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

Visions are bold, innovative, should dare to challenge, 

conformity and timidity, make assertions, aim high, promise new 

wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring institutions. The Jer-

usalern Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 

give forth its precious fruit for centuries to come, enriching humanity, 

the Jewish people, and the State of Israel. 
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(2) 

CONTINUING 4, 000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

The enduring monuments of Jewish Tradition are not hewn in stone 

nor wrought in iron. They are cast in words, revealing timeless truths 

and universal ideals. These words must be discovered anew by each 

generation through creative education. 

To unravel the mystery of Jewish survival means to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested during the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new- found 

independence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone will not 

enable us to remain faithful to our unique mission. The hallmark of 

our genius has always been to hold aloft the vision of progress to

ward a just society based upon the dignity of man. To fulfill our 

destiny demands the pursuit of knowledge and the tempering of 

character in a mold of moral imperative. We have always achieved 

this through the schools we built. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and absorb the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

save that of their own heritage. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued} 
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(2) (continued) 

in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

indifference, loss of identity and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring. This tragic process gathers momentum, 

and its effects in a few short generations could undo the struggle of 

a mi llenia. 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to create a blend of general 

and Jewish knowledge to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride wi II be profound, yet who wi II not be ghettoized. 

Contrary to the 19th century injunction that one should be a man on the 

street and a Jew only inside the privacy of rome, we will teach our stud

ents to be both in both places. Our education will achieve a truly whole 

person. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great sea 

which the most skeptical can be tempted to navigate. Prayer and 

religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their relevance for 

the post- Auschwitz world. Unifying links can be fashioned be

tween Jews of the Diaspora and of Israel. We are, after all, one 

people, one culture . 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Rus sian and rocket 

technology and computer science and the awesome new biology and 

(continued) 
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(2) (continued) 

solar energy. The list is endless, for the frontiers of knowledge are 

expanding more rapidly then anyone realizes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future must 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history 1 social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-

ual and the physical seemed to him to be both inspirational and pragmatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy, which shall 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the mysteries of the 

future. 

.... 
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AN ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE -

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 
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( 6) 

A HOME AWAY FROM HOME 

Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging sixty students ., 

four faculty families, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students wi II live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora students will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships . 

The ooncept of one united Jewish people will become . real. There 

may be Christians and Moslems among the student body. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a commons 

room. This social and recreational area will be tastefully furnished 

with fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths . 

The apartments for faculty families are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher's study is connected with the commons room, so 

that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, tutor

ial help, even tea and sympathy. 

(continued) 
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Each House is a place for living in the fullest sense 1 filled with 

art and music and comfort. Students and faculty live in close proximity. 

The House eats together in its own section of the Dining Hall, and forms 

teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields. The House is 

one family, experiencing growth , members helping each other, man

aging its affairs, seeking knowledge, enjoying recreation and itself. 

The Ho use becomes a tx>me. 
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( 7) 

STUDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universities. 

The art of teaching involves the opening of horizons in the stud

ent's mind and the creation of an eager motivation to think1 argue, dis

cuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure if the methods and the environ

ment are favorable. School architecture, facilities and physical surround

ings must help to inspire. 

The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table (known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of stud

ents will sit, together with the instructor 1 in seminar style. The circle is 

a form which embraces all, encourages the participation of all, rather than 

separating individuals in chairs and rows. 

The eight classrooms in each Study Hall will be carpeted for noise 

reduction , equipped with a variety of modern audio-visual equipment, 

closeJ-circuit TV monitors, and special walls which serve as writing or 

projection surfaces from floor to ceiling. 

Study Halls will contain science and language laboratories, lec

ture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and teacher's lounges . Each will 

have an area set aside for a special purpose., such as, student shop, a 

milk bar, a small cinema, a post office, or some other function. Each will 

contain an amphigallery for art exhibitions, poetry readings, small dram

atic presentations, or friendly socializing. 

The Study Hall will reflect an atmosphere filled with color, music, 

conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. 

(continued) 
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(7) (continued) 

The curriculum will be~ demanding, and the students will un-

dertake a core of studies in the humanities andt12rence,to equip them for 

the 21st century, as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders. The language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutorial 

help will be available to students from abroad whose Hebrew is weak at 

the beginning. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

The level of competence of the students wh> are selected for ad

mission, and the level of teaching at the academy will together ensure 

the acceptance of graduates by the great universities of the world, 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

·rhe Sorbonne, and others . 
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( 11) 

PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code, a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgements by which to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law, politics, govern

ment, administration, and daily life. The conflict between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied hl.lllan ttx>ught since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in the world the gifted adolescent is, 

ironically, a depri,ved person. Public educational systems are by neccesity 

att11.med to the average student, at best. They cater to mediocrity and make 

allowances for the lower- than-average. Perhaps there is no alternative, 

but the inevitable consequencel is a decline in standards. Failure to dev 

elop the potential of high achievers results in a loss , both to the individ

ual and to society. Israel can i II- afford to lose any human talent. 

We wish to produce graduates aware of their responsibility to fellow 

man, to community, to nation and state. The true leader is a servant. 

In the cynical world of today, it is fashionable to scorn the virtues of 

honesty, good manners, courtesy, consideration and kindness. We 

shall emphasize these characteristics and restore them to positions 

of honor and respect . 

(continued) 
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( 11) (continued) 

The great English Educator Thomas Arnold, outlined his objectives : 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual ability." The Rabbis of Pirke 

Avot would have agreed readily with this judgement. 
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( 1 3) 

HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

This great building, whose gracious lobby will serve as the public 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The large 

dining hall wiU be separated into eight sections, each to acc:omodate one 

House of students and masters. Since there will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extra space temporarily available will serve the many other 

needs - synagogue, library, auditorium, music rooms and administrative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building, to 

be buHt in a later stage. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping-pong tables, electronic 

and other games. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor, containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor, 

as is the kitchen. These two most important service areas are sep

arated by a wide corridor. 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork1 moral char

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields became insti

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play and team spirit. 

Leadership qualities were honed. Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"they teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the human spirit 

in ways that nothing else can. 11 And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 

There must be more time and energy poured into studies than into sports. 

"Athletics is essential but not primary". This is sound advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three areas - formal sports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other schools 1 as well as intramural 

games between the Houses; physical training under the tutelage of skilled 

instructors; and recreation, which is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every fadlity will be available. Faculty coaches will be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime. 

The classic,# maxim . 

remains a valid principle. 

- a_ healthy mind in a healthy body -

13 
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(1) 

A VISION IS BORN 

Amid the historic hills of Judea where the patriarchs, kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke their dreams, the 
• •• Cl. 

Jerusalem Academy will rise/\~ school.:is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of Israel * ~thet'"-greet-BCaeemies

<°'f- f'earning-have done in the past.-

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora, the 
'"' S'ti (, 

school will gather carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 

a sense of responsibility for service and leadership. 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl-

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values , social consciousness 

will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

Visions are bold, innovative, should.dare to--chaHenge,-

COAformit y-and- ttmidi-t.y-,-mak-e-assertions, aim-high ,- promise_new_ 
. • . .....ul ('~ V\~., ( 

wonders~Visions-whlch sacce.!d create-enduring institutions. The Jer-

usalem Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 
..... 

give forth its precious fruH for-centtiries-to...com.e,/\enrichi1JG humanity, 

the Jewish people , and the State of Israel. 



(6/ 23/ llO r evised pa ~1 
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(2) 

CONTINUING 4, 000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

The enduring monuments of Jewish Tradition are not hewn in stone 

nor wrought in iron. They are cast in words, revealing timeless truths 

and universal ideals. These words-must be d4.scover:.ed anew by each 

s~t- generatjon thret:tgh Ct ea live education . --
'""'-

To unravel the mystery of Jewish survival -mea11s to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 
• 'C• *1 

natienal and 11nh1 e• 98f existence. 
" 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested during the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new- found 
l!I.~ n--.v..4-k<_ 

independence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone.will eat 
/\ 

e~emain...faftflfttHo our unique mtfliefl, Tl:ae hallmark of-

.01:1r geAius-Aas-always been to hold aloft the vision of pr ogr ess-te-

ward a jl.lst society based l:lpOA-t-he-dignity of man. To fulfill our 

destiny demands the pursuit of knowledge and the tempering of 

character in a mold of moral imperative. We hav.e-alwa¥S-OG-htev-eG- ~.Ju-

this thret:JgA the sc;Aoo.ls we bt.tilt-. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and absorb the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

save that of their own heritage. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued) 
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(2) (continued) 

- :- ~ - ~ ' 

in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

indifference, loss of identity and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring. ~f"agie process gathers mome11tun, 

ancrtts-efrecfs in a few shOrt generafions couTcJ undo lne struggle of 

) The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to~Feate a blend 'fll general 

and Jewish knowledge, to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound, yet who will not be ghettoized. 

Gontrary-to..t~ent • •ry-iftj ur 1ctton-that-une-stlo01d be-a man-oft-the 

str.eet~a~.Jew only-inside tAe priY-ac~haftote,,we wiff teach our stud 

umts .to.b&-both-tn botb p laces lIUi" educat~.Wffiadlieve a tr~ly whole 

... peF-SOR. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great sea 

which the most skeptical can 9e-4emp' d to navigate . Prayer and 

religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their relevance for 

the post- Auschwitz world. Unifying links .can be fashioned be-
- .... Dt.~ t»C-e ... At .. re:. . 

tween Jews of the Diaspora and of Israel. -W:e are,..:a'fh!l" ~ 

people, ooe~e. 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and rocket 

technology and computer science and the awesome new biology and 

(continued) 
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(2) (continued) 

solar energy. The list is endless. for-the-f-rontiers-of knowTedgeaYe 

expanding.more...rcapid&y--theR-anyone·reafi zes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future must 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history, social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symb61izing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek-

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-
~~~ j ~t 

ual and the physical seemed-:.to--.bim to be beth inspirational and pragnatic. 
~ A 

-~ 
This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy-A wt:.i&h s~ll 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the :nysteries of the 

future. 
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l A~CAOEMY ~ EXCELLENCE .,. ~ " 

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 

.... 
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(revised 6/ 23/ 80)@-

A EIDHU.WA¥ FR:QM llOME-

Each dormitory will be called a House,. lodging sixty students, 

four faculty families, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora students will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships • 

..:l=-he concept of-ene united Jewish-people-wttt bR.ome • There 
~-,,..., 

may be Christians and Moslerns among the student body,. =ftn!y" will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a commons 

room~ . ~!:8' tastefully furnished 

with fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 

The apartments for faculty families are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher's study is connected with the commons room, so 

that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, tutor-

ial help, even tea and sympathy. 

(continued) 
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( 6) (continued} 

/ 
Each Hou~e is a place for fivi_!!~ the fullest-$ens~filled ~)Q /1 

~ J / ' 
~nd music and comfort. S.t{K:fents and-faculty live in cloU' proxinlit'y. 

l\ -.."I.be....Ho.use eats together in its own $ection of the Dining Hall, and forms 

-teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields - The House is""" 

"-one family, experiencing growth , members helping each other:, ma'1:" 

..-aging its affairs, seeking knowledge, enjoying recreation and itself. 
I 
tTfie...!io~~ hom&~ 
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(7) 

STUDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universit ies. 

' f • - J 
The art of teaching involves....tAe opeRing of. horizons in the stud-

_,_.,,, ·'\ 
> -.LJ..? 

ent's mind and .the::ereaHmex! an eager motivation to think, argue, dis-
.._..., ' l. I 

cuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure-if the methods and -t+le" environ-

- ings mast=lielp: to mspfre. -

The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table (known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of stud-

ents will sit, together with the instructor, in seminar style. The circle is 

a form which embraces all, encourages the participation of all .., ratAer thaR 

The eight classrooms in each Study Hall will be carpet.ec:Ffo1 neise 

...reduc~A, equipped with a variety of modern audio-visual equipment, 

-clo&&l.i· GiFcuit TV -mGAi.toi:s., and special walls which serve as writing or 

projection surfaces from floor to cei ling. ·-

Study Halls will contain science and language laboratories, lee-
,,_ 11 1 t ( " er-L '-'Jil.~,<Jlcr.'cc 

ture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and teacher's lounges, Each wil 'A~ u'-·ba~:"'~ ...,....$. 

Q.....+c" k+.'•nS. 
have an area set-aside for a special-p..ui:.pose, -s-uch-as-, .student sn&p.,-a 

.mffk-bar", a small cinema, a post e.fftce; -or-some-other function. Eeen wBI 

oon+ain A,n amphigallery for art e2(:bibilions-,-peetry ..f"eadings. smalL~ 

atic pFesentations, ar:._fi:-,.;~y-sodattztrrg;- · 11 ru: s. cc-1/'rs.1 tr.1.,fv< ... 

(continued) 
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(7) (continued) 

The cur,ri culum wiU"6e .....-y deman.ding, and the stuctents will un

dertake a,...core of studies in the humanities and/~~FencJ1io equip thert( for 

\ 

the/ 21st century, as weJI av.fewish Studies to enable them t<Y'serve as 

Jewish leader~ 1 The language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutorial 
... ,~ 

help will be available to students from abroad whose Hebrew is weak -et-
A 

the~ni-f;t.g. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. ___ :::::;.., 
~ 

,~,-~ 

The level of competence of the students who are selected for= aa 

fflie9ie.,, and the level of teaching at the academy will k>~r ensure 

th:a~ptance of graduates by the great universities of the world, 

" like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

-rhe Sorbonne, and others. 

9 
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( 11) 

PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code, a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgfrnents .by~ieh to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law .. politics, govern-

ment, administration, and daily life. !he conflict between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied hll'llan tt-x>ught since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in the world the gifted adolescent is, 

ironically, a depri,ved person. Public educational systems ara b y ueocesit¥-
~"" ;i- " '""-'1 ~ S.\. L 14:: I 't * 

attuned to the average student, at best, ~~~iemity&a~a~ 
G <" .. ,o.., lot. < 

~~ aUowances-f-Of:-;t.be lewet":..--~" m'entge e-is--n&-alt.ernati.¥e, ---
~table-GOOS6€fUeUCefS6 1t decline in standards. Failure to dev-

1,...0 

elop the potential \l high achievers reurfts m l\a losss=*sth to the individ-

ual and to society..d11.d~~n ill-afford to lose any human talent. 
~~l , ...1 .t 1 .... s"" 

man, 

of ronor 

(continued) 
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(11) (continued) 

~ 

The great English,Educator Thomas Arnold, outlined his objectives: 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual abi lity. " The Rabbis of Pirke 

Avot would have agreea readily with this judgt ent. 

11 
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HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

"" This great building, whose gracious lobby will serve as t~ 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The large 

dining hall win be separated into eight sections, each to acc:omodate one 

House of students and masters. Since there will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extra space temporarily available will serve the many other 

needs - synagogue, librar:y, auditorium, music rooms and administrative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building,~ 

(lJJf built in a later stage. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

_ R~~~in poQ1-and ping-po~les-; el~ 
and other ga~ ~ ~ ~. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor. containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor, 

as is the kitchen sep-

arated by a wide corridor. 

12 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im-

portant not only for their pR'J&i~iil effec;;tsion developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork, moral char-

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The nJles of R..u.gi?y fi:l:rtball-uer:e 

·s.et--if:l 18'16 ~herseheol ca• '!ying that Flame. Playing fields became insti

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair- play aREI- team spir-it~.{. 
L I 

\ eadership, quiilitie& wert? fitzied . Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, ~1t 

''lhey teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the htman spirit 

in ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 
<- fv·~rt.,,,·f 

There must be more time and ..eu~ poured into studies than into sports. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on ~eas - form 

i.e., ga~tween t!Je"l(~ and ot~~ls, as w} ll as~mur 
gamyhetween t e Houses; phric~aining under tl:.:~~vC.1age of s led 

instructo recreation, bch' is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every facility will be available. Faculty coaches will be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 
4-v 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits whfeh will 

last a lifetime. 

T~ SIC 

~a valid pri 

x~ealthy man 
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COPY I Jerusalem Academy Brochure 1#2 - Draft #2: 

(1) 

A VISION IS BORN 

h ~ . ..., 
Amid the Felli~ hHls of Judea where the p-atriarchsi kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke their dreamsi the 

Jerusalem Academy will rise. This school is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of lsraeL as other great academies ~ /ta.,,.,,·.,,.,, 

have done in the past. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diasporai the 

school will gather carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 
~. , ., .• < ' " . I 

a sense of responsibility for &eP"V"iAg and leeeJinJ-. Aatianc .,Ir r• '(1 c · 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this know I-

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values, social consciousness 

will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

Visions are bold, innovative, should dare to challenge d9 ' l•f!! 

atll!!Jll"I conformity and timidity, make assertions, aim high, promise new 

wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring institutions. The Jer-

usalem Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 

give forth its precious fruit for centuries to come, enriching humanity, 

the Jewish people, and the State of Israel. 



( 2) 

CONTINUING II, 000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

~ 
The endu,.ing monuments of Jewish tradition~ not hewn in 

M.£.. 
stone nor wrought in iron. They .wet"e cast in words, revealing timeless 

d; SCWc.r«J 'Y' 
truths and universal ideals. These words must be .tat1g1At anew .to each 

generation , #iv-o..., h t rte.TV'<. < G.14
'" -n~ • 

.re.. ..... 11-. 
To unravel the mystery of .ewr survival means to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested du.ring the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of ls,.ael, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new-found 

ind~pendence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone will not 
t:C'\Q.b1t. f'C.-. ~ -- fl1't-( ... 
lea&. us to sttescsa in our unique mission. 0 ttl" elestiAy laas been to 

&earcb for life%a"i• purpe&e and te tl"ensmit-this 'V'alue to 111a111tlr1d-. 

The hallmark of our genius has always been to hold aloft the vision 
Q.. ,J<o.11 ~\~ ~ ,.;~ 

of progress toward em teeal society based upon the wd1'"ti'P hileness 
lo \..Af'\\ .... r c<S1 - 4'··~·u -tW , ... ,( ..... t j ~-<.cL, J.. '..t, • 

of man. +.bi.5 'dttpttRded 0 n expanEJing the lt...awleege and furmtng & t~L~ I"' Q ,, • .U 'ir' fol'0'1.._( '• !"4"~·· •<. t:,c..,llL!. ~ 
fit eheraetel" ->f-our-peeple iA a m&r&I fra1Rewef'ok. We,.achieved this 

through the schools we bui.lt. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 
.i.~"-'~ 

into the world and~ the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, S"t.~ ~ <b 
,,... 

yet lose tt:ae kMwleel!!Je ef their own,. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued) 
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(2) (continued) 

in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

indifference, loss of identity and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring. This tragic process gathers momentum, 

and its effects in a few short generations could undo the struggle of 

.. millenia. 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to create a blend of general 

and Jewish knowledge to produce a student woose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound, yet woo will not be il& ghettoized. 

Contrary to the 19th century injunction that one soould be a man on the 

street and a Jew only inside the privacy of oome, we will teach our stud

ents to be both in both places. Our education will achieve a truly whole 

person. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great sea which 

the most skeptical can be tempted to navigate. 

Prayer and religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their 

relevance for the post-Auschwitz world. 

Unifying links can be fashioned between Jews of the Diaspora 

and of Israel. We are, after all, one people,. one culture. 

y 
Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and ftocket 

technology and computer science and the awsome new biology and 

(continued) 3 



(2) (continued) 

solar energy. The list is endless, for the frontiers of knowledge are 

expanding more rapidly then anyone realizes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israelis future= ~v..;t 
rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history, social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-

ual and the physical seemed to him to be both inspirational and pragnatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy, which shall 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the mysteries of the 

future. 

4 
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AN ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE -

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 

5 
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A HOME AWAY FROM HOME 

'. ·•'t Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging t:O stud~nts, 

~--
~faculty fami1ies, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kJtchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora students will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships. 

The concept of one united Jewish people will become ¥..-y real. There 

may be Christians and Moslerns among the student bOdy. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a commons 

room. This social and recreational area will be tastefully furnished 

with fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 

• ~ "." t>i-..,_\\-'(~A_,.'.'~,l~ 
The folR' ~ apartments', are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher's study is connected with the commons room, 

so that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, 
,.~· 

tutorial help, tea and sympathy, without di9tu1 bing his feMil¥. ,. 

(continued) 
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(6) (cx>ntinued) 

Each House is a place for living in the fullest sense., filled with 

art and music and comfort. Students and faculty live in close proximity. 

The House eats together ii n its own section of the Dining Hall, and forms 

teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields. The House is 

one fanily, experiencing growth , members helping each other, man

aging its affairs .. seeking knowledge., enjoying recreation and itself. 

The House becomes a home. 
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STUDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universities. 

The art of teaching involves the opening of horizons in the 

student's mind and the creation of an eager motivation to think, argue, 

d iscuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure if the methods and the environ-

ment are favorable. School architecture, facilities and physical surround-

ings must help to inspire. 

The basic teaching tool ~f the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table (known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of students 

will sit, together with the instructor, in seminar style. The circle is a form 

which embraces all, 'JPhiieh encourages the participation of an, rather than 

separating individuals in chairs and rows:fThe eight classrooms in each 
""" ""'"'( ,, ~,;;oo-, 

Study Hall will be carpeted.p..equipped with a variety of modern audio-
closed-circuit TV monitors, 

visual equipment,/ and special walls which serve as writing or project-

ion surfaces from floor to ceiling~Study Halls will contain science and 

language laboratories, lecture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and 

teachers' lounges. Each will have an area set aside for a special purpose, 

such as, a student shop, a milk bar, a small cinema, a post office, or 

some other function. Each will contain an amphigallery for art exhibitions, 

poetry readings, small dramatic presentations, or friendly socializing. 

'ft~\t<.t "'' 
The Study Hall will ~ehly e-AEle'iwed with paiAtiRgs, tapestries, 

v itr'iilt!S Of antiquities - a rvierent atmosphere filled with color, music, 

conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. 

(continued) 
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(7) (continued) 

The currcacuh.m will be wery demanding, and the students will ... .--du~ 

--·~ f tud• . ~.~ h . . d~'(... . . hem fo ~r a core o s 1es m ~ umamt1es an ,.scence:; to equip t r 

the 21st centur"y, as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders. The language of instruction will be Hebr ew. Tutorial 

help will be available to students from abroad wh>se Hebrew is weak at 

the beginning. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. 

The level of competence of the students wh> are selected for ad

mission , and the level of teaching at the academy will together ensure 
'.j 

the acceptance of graduates itUP the great universities of the world , 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

t he Sorbonne, and others. 
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethjcal a>de, a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgements by which to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law, politics, govern

ment, administration, and daily life. The ex>nflict between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied human thought since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in the world the gifted adolescent 

is, ironically, a deprived person. The system is 
/ 

the mediocre. If at all, it is prepared to ~ for the below average. As 

a result, standards tend to decline. This is a common phenomenon. 

Little attention is paid to the exceptional person. Failure to develop 

the potential of high achie/ers results in a loss, both to the individuals 

and to the society, which could benefit from such talent. Israel, partic-

ufarly, whose most significant raw material it its human resource, must 

seek to exploit every diamond which is often lost in the rough. 

/ 

~,L .. c..-ks .1., 2 

We wish to produce NtCj!!lll: aware of their responsibility to fellow 
ik.. 

man, to community, to nation and state. A true leader is tl8lllliy a servant. 
,.. . ., *°~ 

We -. .. te ~us in 1:nege of e type of persoil who wrfl c:ombiAe ethical 

- values wi~ C8fl:Sieeratiott and acadentc exce111!nar. In the 

18Jlllcii lat cynical world of today, it is fashionable to scorn the stder 

(continued) 
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(11) (continued) 

~:~~.
~4t.S-t. tl1' 

virtues of honesty~ good manners, and kindness. We shall emphasize 

these characteristics and restore them to positions of honor and respect. 

The great English educator Tmmas Arnold, outlined his objectives: 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual ability." The Rabbis of Pirke Avot 

would easily have agreed with this judgement. 
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HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

This great building., whose gracious lobby will serve as the public 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The lar-ge 

dining hall will be separated into eight sections, each to accomodate one 

House of students and masters. Since ther-e will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extr-a space tempor-ar-ily available will ser-ve the many other

needs - synagogue, library, auditoriun, music rooms and administr-ative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building, to 

be built in a later stage. 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping-pong tables, electronic 

and other- games. 

A succah on an outdoor- terrace, open to the sky, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor, containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor, 

as is the kitchen. These two most important ser-vice areas are sep

arated by a wide corr-idor. 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im-

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork, moral char

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields became insti-

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play and team spirit. 

Leadership qualities were honed. Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"they teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the ht.111an spirit 

in ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 

There must be more time and energy poured into studies than into sports. 

"Athletics is essential but not primary". t:liis is sound advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three areas - form~I sports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other schools, as well as intramural 

games between the Houses; physical training under the tutelage of skilled 

instructors; and recreation, which is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every iMa!li•aQle facility will be available. Faculty coaches wi II be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime. 

1\. v t. r ...... ~. ' """ 
· Mens &ana in ~rpere 9ane- - A. healthy mind in a healthy body -

remains a valid principle. 
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COPY I Jerusalem Academy Brochure #2 - Draft #2: 

( 1) 

A VISION IS BORN 

Amid the rolling hills of Judea where the patriarchs,, kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode~ struggled and spoke their dreams , the 

Jerusalem Academy will rise. This school is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of Israel, as other great academies 

have done in the past. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora, the 

school wi II gather carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 

a sense of responsibility for serving and leading a nation. 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values, social consciousness 

wi II slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

Visions are bold, innovative, should dare to challenge, to sweep 

away conformity and timidity, make assertions , aim high, promise new 

wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring institutions. The Jer

usalem Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 

give forth its precious fruit for centuries to come, enriching humanity, 

the Jewish people , and the State of Israel. 
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(2) 

CONTINUING 4,000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

The enduring monuments of Jewish tradition were not hewn in 

stone nor wrought in iron. They were cast in words, revealing timeless 

truths and universal ideals. These words must be taught anew to each 

generation. 

To unravel the mystery of our survival means to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested during the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new-found 

independence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone will not 

lead us to success in our unique mission. Our destiny has been to 

search for life and purpose and to transmit this value to mankind . 

The hallmark of our genius has always been to hold aloft the vision 

of progress toward an ideal society based upon the worthwhileness 

of man. This depended on expanding the knowledge and fqarming 

the characte r of our people in a moral framework. We achieved this 

through the schools we built. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and imbibe the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

yet lose the knowledge of their own. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued) 
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(2) (continued) 

in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

indifference, loss of identity and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring. This tragic process gathers momentt.m, 

and its effects in a few short generations could undo the struggle of 

a mi llenia. 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to create a blend of general 

and Jewish knowledge to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound, yet who will not become ghettoized. 

Contrary to the 19th century injunction that one should be a man on the 

street and a Jew only inside the privacy of home, we will teach our stud

ents to be both in both places. Our education will achieve a truly whole 

person. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and .history form a great sea which 

the most skeptical can be tempted to navigate. 

Prayer and religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their 

relevance for the post-Auschwitz world. 

Unifying links can be fashioned between Jews of the Diaspora 

and of Israel. We are, after all, one people, one culture. 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and Rocket 

technology and computer science and the awsome new biology and 

(continued) 3 



(2) (continued) 

solar energy. The list is endless , for the frontiers of knowledge are 

expanding more rapidly then anyone realizes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future would 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history, social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-

ual and the physical seemed to him to be both inspirational and pragnatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy,, which shall 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the mysteries of the 

future. 
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AN ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE -

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 
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A HOME AWAY FROM HOME 

Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging 60 stucfants, 

4 faculty families, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora stlidents will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships. 

The ooncept of one united Jewish people will becx>me very real. There 

may be Christians and Moslems among the student body. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship . 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a oommons 

room. This social and recreational area will be tastefully furnished 

with fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 

The four faculty apartments are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher's study is ex>nnected with the oommons room , 

so that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, 

tutorial help, tea and sympathy, without disturbing his family. 

(ex>ntinued) 
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(6) (continued) 

Each House is a place for living in the fullest sense., filled with 

art and music and comfort. Students and faculty live in close proximity. 

The House eats together in its own section of the Dining Hall, and forms 

teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields. The House is 

one family, experiencing growth , members helping each other, man

aging its affairs, seeking knowledge, enjoying recreation and itself. 

The House becx>mes a home. 
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ST UDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universities. 

The art of teaching involves the opening of horizons in the 

student's mind and the creation of an eager motivation to think, argue, 

d iscuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure if the methods and the environ-

ment are favorable. School architecture, facilities and physical surround-

ings must help to inspire. 

The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table (known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of students 

will sit, together with the instructor , in seminar style. The circle is a form 

which embraces all, which encourages the participation of all , rather than 

separating individuals in chairs and rows. The eight classrooms in each 

Study Hall will be carpeted, equipped with a variety of modern audio
closed-circuit TV monitors, 

visual equipment,/ and special walls which serve as writing or project-

ion surfaces from floor to ceiling. Study Halls will contain science and 

language laboratories , lecture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and 

teachers' lounges. Each will have an area set aside for a special purpose, 

such as, a student shop, a milk bar, a small cinema, a post office, or 

some other function . Each will contain an amp hi gallery for art exhibitions, 

poetry readings, small dramatic presentations, or friendly socializing. 

The Study Hall will be richly endowed with paintings, tapestries, 

vitrines of antiquities - a vibrant atmosphere filled with color, music, 

conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. 

(continued) 
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(7) (continued) 

The currucuh.m will be very demanding, and the students wi II 

master a core of studies in both humanities and science to equip them for 

the 21st century, as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders. The language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutorial 

help wi II be avai table to students from abroad whose Hebrew is weak at 

the beginning. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. 

The level of competence of the students who are selected for ad

mission , and the level of teaching at the academy will together ensure 

the acceptance of graduates into the great universities of the world, 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

Tlhe Sorbonne, and others. 
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code., a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgements by which to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law., politics, govern

ment, administration, and daily life. The conflict between the idea~ 

and the possible, which has occupied hunan thought since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in the world the gifted adolescent 

Is, ironically, a deprived person. The system is attuned to the average, 

the mediocre. If at all, it is prepared to bend for the below average. As 

a result, standards tend to decline. This is a common phenomenon. 

Little attention is paid to the exceptional person. Failure to develop 

the potential of high achievers results in a loss, both to the individuals 

and to the society, which could benefit from such talent. Israel, partic

ularly, woose most significant raw material it its ht.man resource, must 

seek to exploit every diamond which is often lost in the rough. 

We wish to produce people aware of their responsibility to fellow 

man, to community, to nation and state. A true leader Is really a servant. 

We wish to ptoject an image of a typs of person wro will combine ethical 

values with courtesy, consideration and academic excellence. In the 

somewhat cynical world of today, it is fashionable to scorn the older 

(continued) 
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(ll) (continued) 

virtues of honesty 1 good manners and kindness. We shall emphasize 

these characteristics and restore them to positions of honor and respect. 

The great English educator Thomas Arnold, outlined his objectives: 

"What we must look for is, first. religious and moral principles; seoond, 

gentlemanly a>nduct; third, intellectual ability." The Rabbis of Pirke Avot 

would easily have agreed with this judgement. 
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HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

This great building, woose gracious lobby will se:rve as the public 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The large 

dining hall will be separated into eight sections, each to accomodate one 

House of students and masters. Since there will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extra space temporarily available will serve the many other 

needs - synagogue, library, auditoriun, music rooms and administrative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building, to 

be built in a later stage. 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping-pong tables, electronic 

and other games. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be roused on the top floor, containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor,, 

as is the kitchen. These two most important service areas are sep

arated by a wide corridor. 

The shelter is in the basement below. 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork, moral char

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields became insti

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play and team spirit. 

Leadership qualities were honed. Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"they teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the hlitlan spirit 

in ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 

There must be more time and energy poured into studies than into sports. 

"Athletics is essential but not primary". This is sound advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three areas - formal sports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other schools, as well as intramural 

games between the Houses; physical training under the tutelage of skilled 

instructors; and recreation, which is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every imaginable facility will be available. Faculty coaches will be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime. 

Mens sana in corpore sano - A healthy mind in a healthy body -

remains a valid principle. 
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COPY I Jerusalem Academy Brochure #2 - Draft #1: 

A VISION IS BORN 

Amid the rolling hills of Judea where the patriarchs, 

I·' J9ngs and prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke TM* 
w•Y/ r•~<;... ~~ n.Jif" 

their dreams, will el"ise a scho..-, the Jerusalem Academy A wAielq 

is destined to shape the future of th~ Jewish ;:>&Jple and the State 

of Israel, as other great academies have done in the past. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground 

for gifted young men and women from Israel and throughout the 

Diaspora, the school will gather t~ carefully selected students, 

.e.~~ -to 
ages 14 to 18, c~front them .wff.fl brilliant and dedicated teachers, 

and seek to instill in them a sense of responsibility for serving 

and leading the nation. 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture 
r-c-~uJt« • . F~ ~ '1~,,...,.l,,.J{.._ ..,, ~. 

and the deep inner world of Judai sm wi II both be ~-Fed. A sense .... :II 'fr......,. 
A 

of ethics, values, social consciousness will slowly be formed. Leaders 

will emerge. 

Visions are bo_ld, innovative, should dare to challenge, 

to s weep away conformity and timidity, make assertions, aim high, 

promi~ new wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring 

institutions. The Jerusalem Academy_, planted firmly in these 

hi Its near the Holy City_, wi II give forth its precious fruit for 

centuries to come, enriching humanity, the Jewish People, and 

the State of Israel 
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l1-' 
HUB OF THE CAMPUS -.Dining and Social Hall 

•rt ...,,,~ "'ew' · · ' 'ly · · ·· ~ tf4c..~ih~ .Sf>....c<... h 
This building_, w be-EeAsll't1de~ in Its e11til ety, wa:J ~"" ,,,.,._:t~ . 

" .~ 
seeve::=aos the heart of the campus . The large dining hall will be 

separated into eight sections, each to accomodate one House of 

students and masters. Since there will only be two Houses in 

the first stage, the extra space tem~rari ly available will serve 

tCJe many other needs - synagogue, library, auditorium, music 

rooms and administrative offices. Gradually these functions will 

be moved to the Main Building_, to be built in a later stage. 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping- pong 

tables, electronic and other games. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky, 

is an integral part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor, con

taining ten beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all 

equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground 

floor, as is the kitchen. These two most important service areas 

are separated by a wide corridor. 

The shelter is in the basement below . 

.. 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England ~s bor~ the i~ 
that athletics were important not only for their physical 

effect In developing a healthy body, but for their influence 

in creating other values: teamwork, moral c haracter, fellow

ship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1 846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields 

became institutions for developing Ideals of sportsmanship, 

fair play and team spirit. Leadership qualities were honed. 

Organized athletics, therefore, do h•ve • place in an ed-

ucatlonal Institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"They teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching 

the human spirit in ways that nothing else can." And yet a 

sense of proportion must prevail. There must be more time 

and energy poured into studies than Into sports. "Athletics 
{, .. ..J 

Is essential but not primary". This Is ggGd advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three 

areas - formal sports, i.e. gam3s between the Academy and 

other schools, as well as intramural games between the Houses; ~ 

physical training under the tutelage of skilled Instructors; ~ 

and recreation, which Is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every imaginable facility will be available. Faculty 

coaches will be assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that 

every student engages every school day in some form of 

team and Individual sport suitable to his desires and ab-

lllties. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits 

which will last a lifetime. 

Mens sana in corpore sano - A,. healthy mind in 
'('- . ..,_ . . . 

a healthy body - i& ar:>.ate1 nell y valld principle. 
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A VISION IS BORN 

Amid the rolling hills of Judea where the patriarchs, kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke their dreams, the 

Jerusalem Academy will rise. This school is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of lsrael{as other great academies 

have done in the pasJ -
Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora, the 

school will gather carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers, and seek to instill in them 

a sense of responsibility for serving and leading a fnation. 

--L : ~) 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl-

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values 1 social consciousness 

will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

' 
~ 

Visions are bold, innovative, should dare to challenge, to sweep 

away conformity and timidity, make assertions, aim high. promise new 

wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring institutions . The Jer-

usalem Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City, will 

gmve forth its precious fruit for centuries to come, enriching humanity, 

the Jewish people, and the State of Israel. 

1 
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CONTINUING 4,000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

~ 
The enduring monuments of Jewish tradition we.-e not hewn in 

~ 
stone nor wrought in iron. They wet"e cast in words~~ ~ 

truths and universal ideals. These words mus! b~~ le each ~ 
' ' .. .JI generation. -r,.,....._. - ,..,,,,,._ ~ ~ ~ <- 0 • 6ss .-.---iv.,.__ 

~~ -- ~·· ~ ' 
~~ 

To unravel the mystery of-eair-survival means to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested during the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new-found 

independence, so do we know that reliance on arms alone will not 

lead us to success in our unique mission. 0 ur destiny has been to 

search for life and purpose and to transmit this value to mankind . 

The hallmark of our genius has always been to hold aloft the vision 

of progress toward an ideal society based upon the worthwhileness 

of man. This depended on expanding the knowledge and fcmnin9 

the character of our people in a moral framework. We achieved this 

through the schools we built. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and 1imb~he knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

yet lose the knowledge of their own. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued) 
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in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

indifference, loss of identity and eventual assiR\ilation through si~ 
~ ;-(1 ...,..--.... . 1.. "t • , 

no·t knowing, hence oO;;;;~ ~ This tragic process gathers momentum, 
~ /t.Lr~ .,.. "-

and its effects in a few short generations could tnido the struggle M 

l"C1--~illema . ""S· Lt- -~~~ ~ h r ~ ,. 
1 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to create a blend of general 

and Jewish knowledge to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound, yet who will not become ghettoized. 

Contrary to the 19th century injunction that one should be a man on the 

street and a Jew only inside the privacy of home, we will teach our stud-

ents to be both in both places. Our education will achieve a truly whole 

person. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great sea which 

the most skeptical can be tempted to navigate. 

Prayer and religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their 

relevance for the post-Auschwitz world. 

Unifying links can be fashioned between Jews of the Diaspora 

We are, after all, one people, one culture. 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and Rocket 

technology and computer science and the awsome new biology and 

(continued} 3 
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solar energy. The list is endless, for the frontiers of knowledge are 

expanding more rapidly then anyone realizes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future wouJd 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history, social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-

ual and the physical seemed to him to be both inspirational and pragnatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy, which shall 

preserve the traditions of the past,, and probe the mysteries of the 

future. vJ JI-- ~ ..._ 0 -<C. ~· • c c - l 
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AN ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE -

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 

5 
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A HOME AWAY FROM HOME 

~ _p Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging je"'students, 

~Yfaculty families , and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms, lounge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora students will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships. 

The concept of one united Jewish people will become very real./ There 

may be Christians and Moslems among the stUdent body. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a commons 

room. This social and recreational area will be tastefully furnished 

with fireplace, television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 
.. 
~ 

The four faetllty apartments are situated between the two wings 

" of the House. The teacher's study is connected with the commons room, 

so that the teacht;.r. can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, 

e;;-'1£...\V • --- ,/."\ . 
tutorial help, tea and sympathy, Wit.hlut -~g--ms 'Mmily~ " ------ - -

(continued) 
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Each House is a place for living in the full~Jled with 

art and music and comfort. Students and faculty live in close proximity. 
'\ 

The House eats together in its own section of the Dining Hall, and forms 

teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields. The House is 

one fCll1ily 1 experiencing growth , members helping each other, man

aging Its affairs, seeking knowledge, enjoying recreation and itself. 

The Ho use becomes a home. 
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STUDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universities. 

The art of teaching involves the opening of h:>rizons in the 

student's mind and the creation of an eager motivation to think, argue, 

discuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure if the meth:>ds and the environ-

ment are favorable. School architecture, facilities and physical surround-

ings must help to inspire. 

The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table (known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of students 

wi II sit, together with the instructor, in seminar style. The circle is a form 

which embraces all, which encourages the participation of all, rather than 

separating individuals in chairs and rows~he eight classrooms in each 
.J. 

Study Hall will be carpeted, equipped with a variety of modern audio
closed-circuit TV monitors, 

visual equipment,/ and special w~ which serve as writing or project-

ion surfaces from floor to ceilin";if/study Halls will contain science and 

language laboratories, lecture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and 

teachers' lounges. Each will have an area set aside for a special purpose, 

such as, a student sh:>p, a milk bar, a small cinema, a post office, or 

some other function . Each will contain an amphigallery for art exhibitions, 

poetry readings, small dramatic presentations, or friendly socializing. 

ft'~'.'°( .i. ',f 1 
The Study Hall will be U.htr; 8Adowect witb paintiRgs, tape&tl ies_, 

~rinas of antiquities - aoi vieFant atmosphere filled with color, music, 

conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. 

(continued) 
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The currucullm will be .... r dernanding1 and the students will 

master a core of studies in both humanities and science to equip them for 

the 21st centq,; as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders. The language of instruction will be Hebrew. Tutorial 

help wi II be avai !able to students from abroad whose Hebrew is weak at 

the beginning. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. 

The level of competence of the students wh> are selected for ad

mission, and the level of teaching at the academy wm together ensure 

the acceptance of graduates i)lo the great universities of the world, 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

The Sorbonne,, and others. 
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code, a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgements by which to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law, politics, gove·rn-

ment , administration, and daily life. The conflict between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied hunan thought since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central concern. 

In every educational system in 'lhe rid the gifted adolescent 

~deprived person. ;he system is attuned to the average, 
I\ 

the mediocre. If at all, it is prepared to bend for the below average. As 
~ --

a result, standards tend to decline. This fs a a>mmon phenomenon. 

Little attention is paid to the exceptional person. Failure to develop 

the potential of high achievers results in a loss, both to the individuall 

' and to 8- society~"-°' Aich CQ.__Uld benefit from sncb talent. Israel, partic-

ularly , whose most significant raw material.Pts hl.S'llan resource, must 

seek to exploit every diamond which is often lost in the rough. 

We wish to produce people aware of their responsibility to fellow 

~ I 

man , to community, to nation and state. /I{ true leader is ' i! 1 B) a servant. 

We wish t<r ptoject~an i:nage of a type of person who will combine ethical __ ...... 
values with courtesy, consideration and academic excellence. In the 

Ai !!!f cynical world of today, it is fashionable to scorn the older 

,c. ,.x 

(continued) 
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virtues of oonesty 1 good manners and kindness. We shall emphasize 

these characteristics and restore them to positions of oonor and respect. 

A _.. 
..:rtfe great English educator Toomas Arnold, outlined his objectives: r I 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual ability." "f'he Rabbis of Pirke Avot ? 

would easily have agreed with this judgement. 

11 
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HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

This great building, whose gracious lobby will serve as the public 

reception space for major events, is the heart of the campus. The large 

dining hall wi II be separated into eight sections, each to accomodate one 

House of students and masters. Since there will be only two Houses in the 

first stage, the extra space temporarily available will serve the many other 

needs - synagogue, library, auditoriun, music rooms and administrative 

offices. Gradually these functions will be moved to the main Building, to 

be built in a later stage. 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping-pong tables, electronic 

and other games. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky,, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor, containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor, 

as is the kitchen. These two most important service areas are sep

arated by a wide corridor. 

12 
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ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork, moral char

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields became insti

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play and team spirit. 

Leadership qualities were ooned. Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"they teach lessons valuable to the individuaJ by stretching the hlSllan spirit 

in ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 

There must be more time and energy poured into studies than into sports. 

"Athletics is essential but not primary". This is sound advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three areas - formal sports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other scrools , as well as intramural 

games between the Houses; physical training under the tutelage of skilled 

instructors; and recreation, which is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every imaginable facility will be available. Faculty coaches will be 

assigned. Schedules wi1I be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime . 

Mens sana in corpore sano - A healthy mind in a healthy body -

remains a valid principle. 

13 
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(1) 

A VISION IS BORN 

Amid the rolling hills of Judea where the ?"ci.triarchsJ kings and 

prophets of the Bible strode, struggled and spoke their dreams , the 

Jerusalem Academy will rise. This school is destined to shape the fut-

ure of the Jewish people and the State of Israel, as other great academies 

have done in the past. 

Conceived as an intellectual and moral training ground for gifted 

young men and women from Israel and throughout the Diaspora , the 

school wi II gather carefully selected students, ages 14 to 18, expose 

them to brilliant and dedicated teachers , and seek to instill ln them 

a sense of responsibility for serving and leading a nation . 

Knowledge of the great outer world of universal culture and 

the deep inner world of Judaism will both be revealed. From this knowl

edge wisdom will grow. A sense of ethics, values , social consciousness 

will slowly be formed. Leaders will emerge. 

Visions are bold , innovative, should dare to challenge, to sweep 

away conformity and timidity, make assertions, aim high, promise new 

wonders. Visions which succeed create enduring institutions. The Jer

usalem Academy, planted firmly in these hills near the Holy City , will 

give forth its precious fruit for centuries to come, enriching humanity, 

the Jewish people, and the State of Israel. 

1 
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CONTINUING 4,000 YEARS OF TRADITION 

The enduring monuments of Jewish tradition were not hewn in 

stone nor wrought in iron. They were cast in words, revealing timeless 

truths and universal ideals. These words must be taught anew to each 

generation. 

To unravel the mystery of our survival means to understand our 

stubborn insistence on the value of education as the secret ensuring our 

national and universal existence. 

The power of the Jewish people lies in its moral quality. The 

physical strength manifested during the last two generations enabled 

us to build the State of Israel, without which we would indeed have 

perished as a nation. But precisely as we glory in our new-found 

independence., so do we know that reliance on anns alone will not 

lead us to success in our unique mission. Our destiny has been to 

search for life and purpose and to transmit this value to mankind. 

The hallmark of our genius has always been to hold aloft the vision 

of progress toward an ideal society based upon the worthwhileness 

of man. This depended on expanding the knowledge and Mrming 

the character of our people in a moral framework. We achieved this 

through the schools we built. 

Today young Jewish men and women in the Diaspora go forth 

into the world and imbibe the knowledge of a hundred disciplines, 

yet lose the knowledge of their own. They are brilliant and creative 

(continued} 
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in the worldly cultures, yet ignorant of their own. They drift toward 

inriifference, loss of identlty and eventual assimilation through simply 

not knowing, hence not caring. This tragic process gathers momentun, 

and its effects in a few short generations co1uld undo the struggle of 

a millenia. 

The Jerusalem Academy will attempt to create a blend of general 

and Jewish knowledge to produce a student whose Judaism and sense 

of national pride will be profound, yet who will not become ghettoized. 

Contrary to the 19th century injunction that one should be a man on the 

street and a Jew only inside the privacy of home, we will teach our stud

ents to be both in both places. Our education will achieve a truly whole 

person. 

Respect for tradition can be cultivated - even among agnostics. 

Torah and Mishna and Midrash and law and history form a great sea which 

the most skeptical can be tempted to navigate. 

Prayer and religion will be analyzed, to seek to restore their 

relevance for the post-Auschwitz world. 

Unifying links can be fashioned between Jews of the Diaspora 

and of Israel. We are, after all, one people, one culture. 

Our students must also learn Chinese and Russian and Rocket 

technology and computer science and the awsome new biology and 

(continued) 3 
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solar energy. The list is endless, for the frontiers of knowledge are 

expanding more rapidly then anyone realizes. 

Ben Gurion postulated decades ago that Israel's future would 

rest on the twin pillars of Bible and Science - the former expressing 

the sense of purposeful history, social justice and ethical imperative; 

the latter symbolizing the inquiring thrust of the creative mind seek

ing new technological frontiers and discoveries. A blend of the spirit-

ual and the physical seemed to him to be both inspirational and pragnatic. 

This is the philosophy of the Jerusalem Academy, which shall 

preserve the traditions of the past, and probe the :nysteries of the 

future. 
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AN ACADEMY OF EXCELLENCE -

AT THE GATES OF JERUSALEM 
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A HOME AWAY FROM HOME 

Each dormitory will be called a House, lodging 60 students, 

4 faculty families, and functioning as one large extended household. 

Most students will live in suites for four, each comprising two 

bedrooms , k>unge, full bathroom and kitchenette. Two Israeli and two 

Diaspora stuC:lents will share this suite, growing to understand each 

other's psychology and language, establishing life-long friendships . 

The ooncept of one united Jewish people will bea>me very real. There 

may be Christians and Moslems among the student body. They will be 

made to feel part of the family, in warmth and friendship. 

At the end of each corridor of suites there will be a oommons 

room. This social and recreational area will be tastefully furnished 

with fireplace , television, games tables, reading nooks and music 

listening booths. 

The four faculty apartments are situated between the two wings 

of the House. The teacher:s stuay is oonnected with the commons room, 

so that the teacher can enjoy access to the students, provide guidance, 

tutorial help, tea and sympathy, without disturbing his family. 

(oontinued) 
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Each House is a place for living in the fullest sense,, filled with 

art and music and comfort. Students and faculty live in close proximity. 

The House eats together in its own section of the Dining Hall , and forms 

teams to compete with other Houses on the sports fields. The House is 

one family , experiencing growth 1 members helping each other, man

aging its affairs, seeking knowledge,, enjoying recreation and itself. 

The House becomes a home. 
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STUDY HALLS - Leading to Great Universities. 

The art of teaching involves the opening of horizons in the 

student's mind and the creation of an eager motivation to think, argue, 

discuss. Learning can be sheer pleasure if the methods and the environ-

ment are favorable. School architecture, facilities and physical surround-

ings must help to inspire. 

The basic teaching tool of the Jerusalem Academy will be an oval 

table (known as the Harkness Table) around which a small group of students 

will sit , together with the instructor, in seminar style. The circle is a form 

which embraces all, which encourages the participation of all , rather than 

separating individuals in chairs and rows. The eight classrooms in each 

Study Hall will be carpeted, equipped with a variety of modern audio
closed-drcuit TV monitors, 

visual equipment,/ and special walls which serve as writing or project-

ion surfaces from floor to ceiling. Study Halls will contain science and 

language laboratories, lecture rooms, art studios, music rooms, and 

teachers' lounges. Each will have an area set aside for a special purpose, 

such as , a student shop, a milk bar, a small cinema, a post office, or 

some other function. Each will contain an amphigallery for art exhibitions , 

poetry readings, small dramatic presentations, or friendly socializing. 

The Study Hall will be richly endowed with paintings, tapestries, 

v itrines of antiquities - a vibrant atmosphere filled with color, musk, 

conversation - pleasant, alive and entertaining. 

(continued) 
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The currucuh.111 will be very demanding, and the students will 

master a oore of studies in both humanities and science to equip them for 

the 21st century , as well as Jewish Studies to enable them to serve as 

Jewish leaders. The language of instruction will be Hebr ew. Tutorial 

help will be available to students from abroad wrose Hebrew is weak at 

the beginning. Ultimately all students will be fluent in both Hebrew and 

English. 

The level of competence of tne students woo are selected for ad

mission , and the level of teaching at the academy will together ensure 

the acceptance of graduates into the great universit ies of the world , 

like Yale and Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge, the Hebrew University, 

The Sorbonne , and others. 
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE LEADERSHIP 

The Jerusalem Academy will deal with the development in the 

student of a value system, an ethical code,. a sense of civilization, a 

set of judgements by which to distinguish right from wrong. Such a 

goal cannot be achieved through dictation, but rather by intensive 

discussion and analysis of practical problems in law 1 politics, govern

ment, administration, and daily life. The oonflict between the ideal 

and the possible, which has occupied h&.nan thought since the Prophets 

and Plato, will be a matter of central ex>ncern. 

In every educational system in the world the gifted adolescent 

is, ironically, a deprived person. The system is attuned to the average, 

the mediocre. If at all, it is prepared to bend for the below average. As 

a result, standards tend to decline. This is a ex>mmon phenomenon. 

Little attention is paid to the exceptional person. Failure to develop 

the potential of high achievers results in a loss, both to the individuals 

and to the society, whkh ex>uld benefit from such talent. Israel, partic

ularly, whose most significant raw material it its human resource, must 

seek to exploit every diamond which is often lost in the rough. 

We wish to produce people aware of their responsibility to fellow 

man, to ex>mmunity, to nation and state. A true leader is really a servant. 

We wish to ptoject an image of a type of person who will ex>mbine ethical 

values with ex>urtesy, ex>nsideration and academic excellence~ In the 

somewhat cynical world of today, it is fashionable to soorn the older 

(ex>ntinued) 
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virtues of honesty, good manners and kindness. We shall emphasize 

these characteristics and restore them to positions of honor and respect. 

The great English educator Thomas Arnold, outlined his objectives: 

"What we must look for is, first, religious and moral principles; second, 

gentlemanly conduct; third, intellectual ability.'' The Rabbis of Pirke Avot 

would easily have agreed with this judgement. 

11 



( 1 3) 

HUB OF THE CAMPUS - The Dining and Social Hall 

Recreation areas will contain pool and ping-pong tables, electronic 

and other games. 

A succah on an outdoor terrace, open to the sky,, is an integral 

part of the structure. 

The infirmary will be housed on the top floor 1 containing ten 

beds, doctor's office, nurse's apartment, and all equipment. 

The power plant for the entire campus is on the ground floor .1 

as is the kitchen. These two most important service areas are sep

arated by a wide corridor. 

The shelter is in the basement below. 

12 



( 14) 

ATHLETICS 

In 19th century England the idea was born that athletics were im

portant not only for their physical effect in developing a healthy body, 

but for their influence in creating other values; teamwork, moral char

acter, fellowship, sacrifice, struggle. The rules of Rugby football were 

set in 1846 at the school carrying that name. Playing fields became insti

tutions for developing ideals of sportsmanship, fair play and team spirit. 

Leadership qualities were roned. Organized athletics, therefore, do have 

a place in an educational institution, as the President of Yale said, because 

"they teach lessons valuable to the individual by stretching the hunan spirit 

in ways that nothing else can." And yet a sense of proportion must prevail. 

There must be more time and energy poured into studies than into sports. 

"Athletics is essential but not primary". This is sound advice. 

The Jerusalem Academy will concentrate on three areas - formal sports, 

i.e., games between the Academy and other schools, as well as intramural 

games between the Houses; physical training under the tutelage of skilled 

instructors; and recreation, which is essentially individual play among 

small groups of students. 

Every imaginable facility will be available. Faculty coaches will be 

assigned. Schedules will be arranged so that every student engages every 

school day in some form of team and individual sport suitable to his desires 

and abilities. He will be encouraged to develop skills and habits which will 

last a lifetime. 

Mens sana in corpore sano - A healthy mind in a healthy body -

remains a valid principle. 
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The Jerusalem Academy and Conference Center 

FOUNDERS 
In 1 977, a handful of people got together in Jerusalem and took the 

first stride on the road to realization. In March of that year, the Jerusalem 
Society for the Advancement of Education and Culture was registered with 
the Israel Ministry of the Interior as a non- profit society. Its co- founders 
are Herbert Friedman, former Executive Chairman of the United Jewish Appeal 
and Hertzel Fishma.o, Advisor to the Ministry of Education and Culture. They 
serve as Ch~irman and Deputy Chairman, respectively, of the Society's Exec
utive Council. 

Other members of the Society include: 
\., Mrs. Ayala Zaks Abramov, Governor, International Museums 

~\"' Mr . Avraham Agmon, Director General "Delek" 
i ~ Mr. Avraham Avihal, Chairman, Keren Hayesod 

{ ~Mr. Walter Eytan, former Chairman of the Broadcasting Authority 
'--':"Mr. Erwin Frenkel, Editor,, "Jerusalem Post" 

r . Teddy Kollek, Mayor of Jerusalem 
r. Chaim Laskov, former Chief of Start, Israeli Defense Forces 

Mr. Israel Pollack, Director General of 11 Polgat" 
Mr. Eliezer Shavit, Israel Representative, Education Fund of the U .J .A. 
Mr. Aharon YarJv, Director, Institute for Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv University 

The Hon. Yitshak Navon, President of the State of Israel, was a founding 
member of the Society and served on the Board of Trustees until his election to 
his present high office. 

OFFICIAL ENDORSEMENT 
The Jerusalem Society was established with the enthusiastic endorsement 

and encouragement of the then Minister of Education and Culture, Mr. Aharon 
Yadlln, who also requested the Israel Lands Authority to allocate, on reasonable 
terms, a 450 dunam ( 115 acre) area near Tsur Hadassah - Mevo Betar, 26 km 
( 16 miles) from Jerusalem. Israel's current Minister of Education and Culture, 
Mr. Zevulun Hammer, has wholeheartedly reaffirmed his support for the project. 

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
Mr. Zvi Toren, a distinguished architect from Tel Aviv, has been retained 

to draft architectural plans for the educational- cultural community. A detailed 
design has already been approved by the planning authorities at the local and 
regional level. 

The projected community is scheduled to be built in four stages, the first 
to be completed by the summer of 1982. At that time, the Conference Center's 
facilities will be ready to accommodate the first resident guests and in September 
1982, the Jerusalem Academy will open its doors to pupils in grades nine and 
ten. During each successive year, an additional grade will be added to the 
school and corresponding facilities to the Conference Center. 



SOURCES OF SUPPORT 
Building and endowment funds, as well as "seed money" for this unique 

educational complex are being solicited throughout the world. A network 
"Friends" will be organized on every continent to help build, develop, organize 
and maintain this exciting and singular project. Presently, tax- exempt sup
portive organizations exist in England and the U.S.A. An application has 
been made to the State Department for an A. I. D. grant. 

The Jerusalem Academy 

ACADEMIC SPONSORSHIP 
An International Academic Council now in formation will advise the Society 

with respect to the policies and curricula of the Jerusalem Academy and Confer
ence Center. 

Its members to date include: 
Raymond' Aron (France), Ecole Cfes Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales 
Saul Bellow (U.S.A.), Nobel Laureate in Literature, University of Chicago 
Abba Eban (Israel), former Minister of Education and former Minister of 

· Foreign ~ffairs, Visiting Professor at Columbia Uni
versity ana the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton 

Henry Ros.ovsky (U .S .A.), Dean, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvard 
University 

Eugene Ro~tow (U .S .A.), former Under Secretary of State, Professor, Yale 
University Law School 

Theodore Sizer (U .S .A.), Headmaster, Phillips Andover Academy 
John Thor.n (England), Headmaster., Winchester College 

The Society's Standing Committee on Education Is headed by Seymour Fox, 
Dean, School of Education, Hebrew University. 

STUDENT BODY 
The Jerusalem Academy is a co- educational residential school for 480 

carefully selected youngsters in grades 9 - 12 . They will be chosen on the 
basis of a recognized leadership potential, school recommendations and intel
ligence scores. Half of them will come from Israel , the other half from the 
Diaspora. Each dormitory room will house one Israeli student and one student 
from abroad. The mutual influence upon one another will strengthen the con
cept of a "single Jewish people" . 

Qualified students from low- income families will be guaranteed sc holar
ship assistance. 

FACULTY 
The permanent teaching staff at the Academy will reside on the premises 

in faculty homes. The faculty will be comprised of highly motivated individuals 
from Israel and the Diaspora who are exciting and competent teachers, sensitive 
and creative mentors, and committed and idealistic Jews. Each staff member will 

.. 



be carefully chosen with a view to serving as a personal model for the pupils, 
and contributing to the creation of an exciting educational climate at the Academy. 

CURRICULUM 
The projected secondary school will aim to be one of the very best educa

tional Institutions In the world. The unique purpose of the school, Its excep
tional teachers, and the excellence of Its curriculum, will readily enable its 
graduates to find acceptance at the finest Institutions of higher learning any
where in the world . 

The curriculum will incorporate strong liberal arts and science components 
and a distinctive Judaic element; it will be Implemented in small classes and en
courage Independent study and dialogue with teachers and peers . 

AESTHETICS 
The Academy will seek to cultivate In Its student body an appreciation 

of the arts through a broad program of music, visual arts, drama and dance. 
The magnificent scenic view surrounding the site, the beauty of the campus 
and the architectural design of Its buildings will provlCle a stimulating aesthetic 
environment conducive to enriching the pupils' creative efforts . 

JEWISH TRADITION 
The Academy will emphasize respect for the pluralistic development of the 

Jewish tradition. It will seek to strengthen the positive Jewish Identity of its 
students by their participation in practices and rituals which have reflected 
the basic historic pattern of Judaism from time immemorial , white at the same 
time stressing the intellectual, moral and idealistic content of the Jewish heritage. 

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT 
In addition to the pursuit of excellence In academic studies, participation 

in Individual sports and in group athletics, Involvement in a wide variety of 
extra- curricular activities, sharing In programs of social work and in various 
work experiences, the Academy will seek to cultivate desirable character traits 
in Its student body , such as personal integrity, Initiative, self- reliance, mutual 
support and caring, responsiblllty and accountability. 

STUDENTS FROM ABROAD 
It is hoped that qualified pupils from the Diaspora will enroll for the entire 

four- year secondary school period. Nonetheless, when feasible, the Academy 
will also consider applications for shorter periods. Whtie Integrating themselves 
into the Academy's ethos and curriculum, these pupils will be offered special 
programs in keeping with their academic interests and requirements. No pupil 
from abroad will lose any school credits as a result of his or her studies at the 
Academy. Hebrew will be the language of Instruction for the entire student body, 
but In basic required subjects, pupils from abroad will also be taught In English 
when necessary. 



ACADEMY'S UNIQUENESS 
The geographic uniqueness of the Jerusalem Academy ties In Its location 

In Israel, the land of the Bible, the cradle of monotheism , the country of momen
tous historic experiences. Israel today is probably the most exciting society in 
the world In terms of cultural pluralism, religious diversity , social Integration 
and political dynamics. It is a unique human laboratory where West and East 
meet, where Jews from a hundred different backgrounds and levels of develop
ment are forging a sovereign nation, where new patterns of meaningful Judaism 
are being developed. The Academy's location will enable its pupils to study the 
Bible on sites where Biblical events took place, to join in archeological digs, 
participate in study trips to places which are landmarks In human culture, and 
share In creative experiences which reflect the singular ethos of modern Israel. 

PURPOSE 
An International Conference Center with 150 spacious guest rooms will 

share the beautiful campus with the Jerusalem Academy. It will operate through
out the year and cater to both Israelis, and Jewish and non-Jewish visitors from 
abroad, serving as a common meeting ground for all. In addition to the broad 
scope of its cultural activities, the Center will sponsor specific programs aimed 
at strengthening Jewish identity and the unity of the Jewish people. 

PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES 
The Center's excellent residential, conference, art , social and sports facil

ities will enable couples and entire families to benefit from its activities. Israelis 
will be able to frequent the Center as guests, over weekends, holidays and vaca
tion periods, while tourists will be able to use the Center as a base In Israel, or 
spend part of their stay In the country enjoying its programs. 

The Conference Center will sponsor forums, lectures and short courses 
on general cultural, Jewish and I sraell subjects; art exhibits, and music, dance 
and drama festivals ; seminars and conferences designed to strengthen the organic 
relationship between world Jewry and Israel; a permanent exhibit depleting the 
stages of Jewish history and the development of the State of Israel; meetings 
with authors, scholars and public figures; inter- religious and inter- cultural 
forums; workshops and guest participation in the visual and performing arts, 
including painting, ceramics, crafts, choral groups, music ensembles, folk 
dancing; recitals; athletics Including swimming, tennis, handball, group sports; 
chess and bridge tournaments. 

The Jerusalem Conference Center will seek to encourage the production of 
original works bearing themes relevant to Israel and the Jewish world - plays, 
Instrumental and choral compositions, modern dance, poetry, art, films. It 
will serve as an international showcase for such creative efforts. 



SPECIAL GROUP INTERESTS 
Throughout the year special Israeli groups will be able to use the Center's 

facilities to conduct week-long or shorter period seminars and workshops for their 
members, such- as educators, doctors, lawyers, workers' councils, municipal offi
cials, civic and volunteer groups. Study missions to Israel from abroad, including 
United Jewish Appeal, Keren Hayesod, Israel Bonds, synagogue sponsored groups, 
affiliates of national Jewish organizations, Federation Executives, Hebrew school 
principals, teachers and lay leaders, will also be able to focus their activities with
in the center. The Conference Center will operate its own shuttle service to and 
from Jerusalem to supplement public transportation, while organized groups will be 
able to include the Center as part of their itinerary in Israel. 

LEADERSHIP RENEWAL 
In addition to group Involvement in the activities of the Jerusalem Conference 

Center, individual Jewish leaders from lsr:ael and the Diaspora will be able to benefit 
from the Center's ongoing programs and Its creative atmosphere to recharge their 
own batteries of learning and Inspiration, so that they might serve more efficiently 
in their own positions of communal responsibility. A section of the Center's facil
ities wlll be reserved for individuals from abroad spending their sabbaticals in 
Israel, who may wish to engage In systematic artistic creativity, or In study and 
dialogue in matters affecting the Jewish world. 

INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CAMPUS 
Since there are now almost one million tourists visiting Israel each year, the 

Jerusalem Conference Center will serve as a stimulating social and cultural campus 
for visitors from abroad, especially those who toured Israel previously. Guests · 
from overseas will benefit from the Center personally and directly because they, 
their families and friends can participate actively in its programs and facilities. 
Here they can meet and mingle with Israelis, and with Jews from all over the 
world, and share In forging cultural and social ties. The Center will also serve 
as a cultural and social retreat for some of the several thousand foreign students 
attending Israeli universities, and for volunteers from abroad who work in Israeli 
settlements. 
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